I propose that elephant and walrus ivory were imperfect substitutes in the medieval economy, appreciated and used as distinct substances. This argument draws upon two ongoing debates, though seemingly unrelated -one about the colonization of Greenland, one about a material known in Arabic as khutū. By reading different bodies of research against each other, I propose new avenues for research in the study of medieval art and trade networks. This uses a combination of historical, philological, artifactual, and material-based approaches. Rather than offering solutions, this essay seeks to open paths for research by specialists in various disciplines.
Resumen
En este trabajo propongo que el marfil de elefante y de morsa fueron sustitutos imperfectos en la economía medieval, tratándose de materiales bien diferenciados, ambos utilizados y apreciados. Este argumento se basa en dos debates continuados, aunque aparentemente desvinculado -uno acerca de la colonización de Groenlandia, el otro acerca de un material conocido en lengua árabe como khutù. A través de la lectura de diferentes textos de investigación contrarios entre sí, propongo nuevas vías de investigación en el estudio de las redes del arte medieval y su comercio. Esto supone la utilización de una combinación de enfoques histórico, filológico, arqueológico y basado en la cultura material. Más que ofrecer soluciones, este particularly to Iceland. From there, they continued on to establish two settlements in Greenland, beginning around 985, and another in Vinland, today's Newfoundland (Figure 1 ). 6 Scholars, for at least two decades, have posited walrus hunting for trade in its ivory as a primary motivation for the colonization of Greenland. This leads to a secondary problem, regarding their subsequent collapse sometime in the 15th century. Although an early theory attributed decline to Eskimo attacks, a second wave of scholarship made an economic argument: that an influx of elephant ivory into continental Europe in the later middle ages caused a walrus ivory price drop; this in turn made the transatlantic enterprise, dependent largely upon imported supplies, uneconomical. 7 In the past few years, on the basis of new archaeology and re-readings of textual evidence, a third wave of scholarship has emerged, tending toward more nuanced 6. For an overview of Norse/Viking history, see FORTE, Angelo, ORAM, Richard and PEDERSOn, Frederik: Viking Empires. Cambridge and New york, Cambridge University Press, 2005. 7. I have unfortunately not hitherto been able to trace the exact origin of the ivory thesis in Norse histotriography. On one hand, a number of studies are in languages outside my competence (such as Danish); on the other, many citations are nested -one author citing a certain author who, when checked, in turn cites someone else, deferring the ultimate authority of the claim. On the question of elephant ivory competition, see comments by ARnEbORg, Jette: «The High Arctic 'Utmark' of the Norse Greenlanders», in AnDERSSOn, H., ERSgARD, L., and SVEnSSOn, E. (eds.) : Outland Use in Preindustrial Europe. Lund, Institute of Archaeology, 1998; who in turn cites a 1995 study by Else Roesdahl. albeit still tentative explanations for Greenland's demise. Rather than pinning it on a single cause, scholars now favor an interrelated complex of factors, including climate change and emigration. Although the settlements are seen by some as economically self-sufficient, the ivory thesis continues to be included among possible components. 8 Kirsten Seaver has suggested that a supply-side decrease, initiated by the settlers themselves, meant that walrus retained or even gained luxury value in the 14th and 15th centuries. 9 Left unexamined in these discussions (which seem partially to hinge on the settlers' agency or lack thereof) is the underlying proposition about import competition in Europe. In the medieval era, the supply of elephant ivory was controlled by Muslim dynasties in North Africa, whom scholars claim retained the 'preferable' material for themselves. 10 This left Europeans with a supposedly substandard substance: walrus. Yet artists in the Eastern Mediterranean and Central Asia, despite having access to elephant, also used walrus ivory. Allowing -for the purposes of this paper-the reality of a late medieval increase in elephant ivory in Europe, its effects would not have been so clear-cut in inter-regional trade. 11 To use modern economic parlance, I would posit that elephant and walrus ivory were not perfectly substitutable commodities. 12 By this, I mean that consumers of raw ivory -whether artisans or, in some cases, collectors of exotica-were at least partially non-responsive to price changes due to perceptions of differentiation between the two goods.
At present, there seem to be too few data-points available to reconstruct the cost of walrus ivory over time. We know, for example, that in the late 1320s, a 300kg load of walrus ivory was sold for 11kg of silver. 13 It is unclear, however, whether this is a decline from a century before. Nevertheless, the material's continued use into the early modern period betrays ongoing economic opportunity. After the 15th century, 12. A textbook definition gives the example of nickels and dimes as perfect substitutes: as long as an individual receives one dime in exchange for two nickels, or vice versa, the exact assortment of change one has (e.g. two dimes; four nickels; or one dime and two nickels) makes no difference. In the case of other products, the exchange is usually not on parity but rather involves at least slight preference for one or the other. See MAnkIw, N. Gregory: Principles of Economics, Fourth Edition. Mason, OH, Thomson South-Western, 2007 , 461. 13. NøRlUnD, Poul: Viking Settlers in Greenland. Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1936 the period of Greenland's demise, Russia became heavily involved in walrus ivory and the related fur trade, exporting to both Europe and the Middle East. 14 Given the apparent profitability of the enterprise, even in an era of wider access to elephantine ivory, this transition remains to be better analyzed. While economic historical data is scarce on pricing structures, we can nevertheless witness imperfect substitutability by indirect means. These include the morphological properties of ivory; artistic strategies in handling the material; and, of course, textual references. The ivory-competition thesis is reliant upon a purported trade pattern broadly without necessarily considering what happened in the destination market at the level of the object. This latter approach is predicated upon attention to materiality, first deployed by Anthony Cutler and Arthur MacGregor in the mid-1980s and which has since gained ground in the analysis of artistic production methods. 15 Yet studies of ivory qua raw material, particularly non-elephantine varieties, remain predicated upon generalist guides, like Benjamin Burack, and early anthropological studies. 16 Meanwhile, scientific investigation into the underlying structure of the material remains ongoing. 17 Publications on the visual and experimental differentiation of ivory's geographic and zoological sources has emerged from a presentist and legalistic anti-poaching framework, though its results are applicable elsewhere. 18 New techniques remain, however, under-exploited. Among these include Raman spectroscopy, capable of identifying species, and isotopic analysis, for differentiating geographic origin through trace minerals. 19 Although deployed as part of excavations at Norse sites, such archaeometric techniques have not been routinely applied in museum settings. 20 Only in recent years have some publications, such as the Victoria & Albert Museum's three-volume catalog of medieval ivories, chosen to attribute a zoological source for works in ivory. 21 Nevertheless, a comparative, morphologically minded approach, enriched by such studies, can be brought to bear even in reevaluating textual sources (as in the subsequent section).
Unqualified, the word «ivory» today brings to mind elephant tusks. Although the Latin ebur referred exclusively to this kind in antiquity, later European vernaculars as well as the Arabic and Persianʿāj were ambivalent. 22 Even among elephants, there were three distinct species in Africa -the Forest, Savannah, and North African Elephants-as well as the Asian Elephant. 23 The North African variety went extinct in late antiquity -a result not of poaching for ivory, as is the threat today, but rather due to their use in sport. 24 A fifth variety of proboscidean ivory derives from the extinct mammoth, whose remains are still found preserved in the Siberian tundra. 25 All share a number of characteristic features, including patterns of regularly intersecting lines, seen in section, referred to as a «Schreger pattern» (Figure 2A ). 26 Whether medieval Europe relied upon primarily an African species or the Asian one is a matter of conflicting opinion. Ralph Pinder-Wilson claimed it was «unlikely that India exported ivory in any quantity to the Near East or Europe as it scarcely produced enough for its own needs.» 27 Diana Rowan has argued the opposite, that «around the time of Christ, India replaced Africa as the primary source of ivory in the West, a fact substantiated by frequent reference to ebur indicum by Latin London, British Museum, 1992, 233-37. As ShAlEM, Avinoam, Op. cit. 13-14, notes, the term ʿāj seems to refer metonymically to the bend in the tusk, whereas there is also a more specific term for «elephant teeth» (nāb al-fīl authors.» 28 Each makes recourse to a 19th century author for their claim. 29 Confusing matters is evidence for an apparent trade in ivory between Africa and India. 30 This trade could, perhaps, relate to the Asian elephant's use as a war machine, precluding its conscription for artistic purposes. Even when so used, the tusks of the different species have variations, particularly in size. Cutler notes that Indian ivory tends to be narrower in diameter; short of experimental identification, objects above a certain girth are likely to be of African origin. 31 Whereas elephant ivory had been used since antiquity, walrus was a relative newcomer. Although some exceptional artifacts survive from the 7th century or even earlier, 32 the material is first attested textually through the oft-quoted Norwegian sailor Ohthere in 890. 33 The use of walrus ivory in Middle Eastern art around this time has been little examined, likely due to scant physical evidence. 34 It has been suggested, perhaps tenuously, that the material was already known to the Sasanian dynasty (224-651) in Persia. 35 At the very least, it arrived sometime in the early years of Abbasid rule (750-1258).
Whether or not ivory was the primary motivator for the establishment of the Greenland settlements at the end of the 10th century, there is clear evidence of walrus hunting taking place there. 36 Commercial ivory from Greenland was probably distributed to continental Europe through Bergen; other tusks paid as in-kind tithes transited Trondheim. 37 With the exception of the so-called Garðar Crozier (Figure 3) does not appear to have been worked in Iceland or Greenland, only exported as a raw material; a handful of finished works, also croziers, were nevertheless reimported. 38 Contrary to Atlantic historiography, it does not appear that elephant and walrus were treated similarly in the market or workshop. Only a handful of applications used both types -particularly small items such as gaming pieces. In other types of works, we tend to find one or the other. Freestanding sculpture, for example, seems invariably elephantine; sword and knife handles, on the other hand, are most often made with walrus. This difference was also partly regional: the former (alongside other devotional objects such as portable altars) a European tendency; the latter, a Middle Eastern one. There are nevertheless some exceptions to this characterization, such as a walrus knife handle found in a metalsmith's workshop in Perth. Stratigraphically datable to the early 14th century, its relative lateness provides a counterexample to the European (re)adoption of elephant ivory. 39 There are three main features that distinguish the two varieties and, thereby, their possible subsequent uses. The subtlest one regards profile, in that elephant tusks appear circular in section, whereas walrus are oval. A second, more limiting feature is size: Whereas elephant tusks can reach lengths of nearly 3.5m, 40 this is the length of a walrus' entire body. 41 The latter's tusks are instead about one-half to three-quarters of a meter. 42 For reductive sculptural processes, this poses a physical limit on possible works. An alternative, using additive processes to make a larger object, was in some instances circumscribed by law. A set of 13th century Parisian guild regulations compiled by Étienne Boileau, Le livre des métiers, specified that sculptors (ymagiers tailleurs), with only a couple of exceptions, had to work in a single piece rather than joining. 43 This is not to say that some artists did not do so; 44 in one peculiar example, the Herlufsholm Christ, the body is made of one piece of elephant ivory with attached arms of walrus. 45 A final distinction, key for the subsequent discussion, involves the interior structure. Elephant and mammoth share the aforementioned Schreger pattern. This is absent from walrus, which is instead characterized by an outer layer of «plain» ivory and an inner, granular core of so-called secondary dentine or osteodentine, which has a mottled, reddish appearance ( Figure 2B ). 46 Within European art history, it is an open question whether or not this substance was a desirable or lamentable aspect, something to be revealed or concealed. Meanwhile, Middle Eastern contexts suggest both possibilities, depending on the period and places. Although there are a plethora of examples from the early modern period, the paucity of surviving medieval objects makes it difficult to assess whether these represent a continuity with or departure from earlier practices.
The earliest extant Islamic ivories, which are elephantine, originate from the Abbasid residence at Humayma, likely predating the family's political ascendance in the mid-8th century. 47 Better-known medieval works are the pyxes and caskets produced at the Umayyad court in al-Andalus (though others were produced in the Islamic East) as well as oliphants, variously attributed to Egypt, Sicily, and southern Italy. Three of the earliest comparanda for walrus-hilt edged weapons are at the Furusiyya Art Foundation. One is the partially calcified hilt of a Sicilian short-sword, considered 12th or 13th century. 48 This is predated by two small ivory knife hilts, one with preserved blade, which are of alleged Afghan provenance and attributed to the 10th to 12th century. 49 There is then a temporal and spatial gap in evidence before the early modern appearance, en masse, of ivory objects in the Ottoman, Safavid, Mughal, and Qajar realms. A curved sword (Turkish yatağan), produced by Ahmad Tekelü in a Constantinopolitan court workshop around the 1520s, has a single-piece walrus ivory pommel. Its osteodentine is partially interrupted by a silver gilt boss which may constitute part of a structurally necessary peen block (Figure 4 ). 50 Even with the inclusion of gold floral scrolls and two inset rubies, the granular center remains visible rather than concealed. Later Ottoman yatağans were constructed instead of bifurcated pommels with plates of various materials, including walrus. One example, produced in 1864-65 for a certain Mustafa Ağa, readily reveals the mottling in the oversized lobes which, when worn in a belt, would have been on display ( Figure 5 ). 51 Meanwhile, the Persian treatment of the material seems to downplay or even avoid the osteodentine. An early example is a sword roughly contemporaneous to the Tekelü example, made for Shah Tahmasp (r. 1524-76 ) and now at the Victoria & Albert Museum. It consists of two thin, double-spiraled walrus plaques framed by plain metal shims. 52 Appearing creamy white, it could pass as elephantine. Later, Qajar-era daggers instead do reveal a more or less intense reddish coloring. 53 Another extant example in London, produced by Muḥammad Hādī in 1798, appears to work primarily with the walrus tusk's core, producing an even, subdued mottling. 54
PHILOLOGY & EURASIAN TRADE
To be fair, these aesthetic and economic differences would not be immediately surmised by reading contemporary sources, which instead employ confused terminology and understandings of the materials. This has in turn possibly limited the scope of modern discussion. Here, we can use the example of the Arabic and Persian khutū. Although not appearing in European languages, it is attested in a number Chinese texts (as ku tu hsi), where it is sometimes believed to be the skull of a «thousand-year snake.» 55 Our main source on the subject is the lapidary of al- Bīrūnī (d. 1048) , The Book Most Comprehensive in Knowledge of Precious Stones (Kitāb al-jamāhir f ī maʿrifat al-jawāhir). 56 He notes its animal rather 51. This particular example is previously unpublished and its source of acquisition unknown; for a comparable piece in print, one dated 1280/1863-64, see AlExAnDER, David: The Arts of War: Arms and Armour of the 7th to 19th Centuries. London, Nour Foundation, 1992, 116-17, cat than mineral origin as well as the idea that it quivers or sweats in the presence of poisoned food. 57 He claims to have met with some Chinese ambassadors (al-rusul alwāridīna min qitāʿī), who noted that this property was the material's main interest.
Following this is a brief discussion of competing claims about khutū 's geographic and zoological origins. The ambassadors claimed it came from the «forehead of a bull,» which Bīrūnī took to mean a certain species of Kyrgyz mountain goat. (This has been reprised by a pair of modern scholars, who non-exclusively associate the material with the musk-ox. 58 ) Bīrūnī himself disbelieved this, instead suspecting a marine origin. 59 20th century scholars have in turn offered various possibilities, namely elephant (viz. the Asian species), walrus, and frozen mammoth. 60 also associated it with the idea of the unicorn, which animal Richard Ettinghausen linked to the rhinoceros (karkadan). 61 Bīrūnī at one point also notes, encyclopedically if dismissively, that some claimed khutū was «the forehead of a giant bird» (ʿaẓm jabhah ṭāʿir ʿazīm jiddan). 62 Today, the forehead of the Helmeted Hornbill (Rhinoplax vigil), hunted in southeast Asia, is indeed used as an ivory substitute. 63 This use is attested in the late 14th century Essential Criteria of Antiquities (Ko Ku Yao Lun), dependent on earlier Chinese sources, 64 though mistaking hornbill for a fish. 65 These together might help us make sense of an entry for khutū in Kāshgarī's 11th century Compendium of the Turkish Languages (Diwān Lughāt al-Tūrk), who noted it as «horn of a sea fish imported from China,» among other possibilities. 66 One might thereby be tempted to make a connection between this bird, khutū, and even the monsoon-based maritime trade which passed through the Strait of Malacca in the 8th and 9th centuries, if not later. 67 Although circumstantially curious, the medieval description of khutū's visual properties may preclude such a reading.
The other key reference used by today's historians regarding khutū is a 1913 article by Berthold Laufer of Chicago's Field Museum of Natural History. Although he supplied extensive philological evidence, his interpretations thereof are sometimes problematic. Beginning from the title, he claimed that the term must apply to both walrus and narwhal ivory. 68 The latter seems unlikely and its inclusion is based upon a false logic of elimination. To summarize Laufer's argument: First, the existence of words in Chinese for rhino horn and elephant or mammoth ivory means another word is not possible, since there could be no confusion over something already known. (That Arabic sources occasionally use the term «fish-teeth» for a substance which must also be walrus seems not to have posed the same difficulty to him. 69 ) Second, he asserts that the «only two other creatures on this globe furnishing ivory» were walrus and narwhal; both must therefore be included. 70 Strangely, he does not allow for confusion with additional ivory substitutes, such as Dugong, which he relegates to a footnote. 71 61. ETTInghAUSEn, Richard: The Unicorn. Washington, DC, Smithsonian Institution, 1950, 6-11. 62. BīRūnī, On Precious Stones, 180; BīRūnī, Al-Jamāhir fī al-jawāhir, 340. 63. BURACk, Benjamin, Op. cit. 37. 64. CAO, Zhao: Chinese Connoisseurship: The Ko Ku Yao Lun, The Essential Criteria of Antiquities. Sir Percival David (Ed. and trans.) New york, Praeger, 1971, 125 . This text, accessible to me only in translation, is a slightly problematic specimen. David worked from a 1459/1462 printing, which enlarged the 1388 text with interpolations, sometimes misquoted, from earlier works. Such, at least, was the critique leveled by WATT, J. C. y. in his review from Journal of the Hong Kong Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society 12 (1972 72 For what medieval evidence exists, this conflation seems unsupported. Narwhal tusks do not appear to have been carved, let alone used in fragmented pieces. Instead, we tend to find the material preserved whole in church treasuries, showcasing its distinctive twisting structure. 73 The main exception is a pair of English Romanesque narwhal teeth, partially carved for use as either processional staffs or candlesticks. 74 (Meanwhile, the only narwhal ivory object from the Muslim world of which I am aware is an early 17th century Mughal archer's ring depicting Christ Pantokrator -surely an unusual specimen. 75 ) Laufer hedges only at the end of his winding article, admitting «that a confusion with mammoth ivory was possible, in view of the fact» -with no evidence provided-«that it seldom was the complete tusk which was the object of trade.» 76 Vladimir Minorsky later noted, contra Laufer, that the Chinese and Arabic words seemed to mean different things. 77 Laufer's argument rests upon a positivist logic, bordering on a kind of linguistic determinism. Claiming that language cognitively structures individual and collective experience of the world, the absence of a word indicates the absence of a concept. 78 (And, conversely, a word has a one-to-one relationship to its concept.) However, since language precedes a first experience of exotica, it holds the potential to fall short in the act of description. Even with the benefit of recollection and reflection, this very befuddlement is a recurring trope in medieval ekphrasis, especially in diplomatic contexts. 79 This is a real or affected failure of expression (part of the discourse of exotica), not sight and apprehension. Given ivories' long-range trade movements, we should expect a certain amount of confusion over the ontological «reality» of materials. Khutū, in other words, might simply be a word applied to a number of different materials whose zoological origins were lost in transit. «Khutū» might simply denote an eastern -that is, Siberian-origin, rather than one from the Volga trade. 80 Another locale possibly involved in this trade, which seems to have escaped prior notice, may have been Korea. This again comes from comparing notes between two 72. LAUFER, Berthold. «Arabic and Chinese Trade», 337, 350; DAnkOFF, Robert, Op. cit. 542-43. 73. ShAlEM, Avinoam. 124. 74. Victoria & Albert Museum, London, A.79-1936, and World Museum, Liverpool, 1995.42 . This is in contrast to the claim by LAVERS, C. and KnAPP, who For the present purposes, it is not absolute clarification of identity but rather questions of perceived value which are important. Al-Bīrūnī, who sometimes made comments about collectors, claimed that two rulers had objects of khutū: the Saffarid Amīr Abū Jaʿfar b. Bānū (r. 922-63), a casket; the Ghaznavid Sultān Maḥmūd (r. 998-1030), an inkwell. 83 Gifts of the material to Sultān Maḥmūd are also reported in the Ornament of Histories (Zayn al-akhbār) of ʿAbd al-Ḥayy b. Zaḥḥāk . 84 This was situated as part of a larger exchange of presents between himself and the Qarakhanid ruler Qadir Khān (r. 1026-32) in which the latter received, among other items, «ten female elephants» with fine trappings from the Sultān. 85 The story suggests that, for someone with access to elephants like Sultān Maḥmūd, khutū was an appropriate counter-gift to receive.
ARTIFACT AND ARTIFICE
Aside from terms for the materials as a whole, there was also a language, somewhat opaque today, for describing tooth anatomy which has not yet been considered in understanding this puzzle. Mammoth ivory, for example, is highly variable in color depending on burial conditions. Al-Bīrūnī's reference to a low-grade, «dusty» khutū could be a reference to mammoth ivory spotted by a lichen colony. 86 In another comment, he refers to shavings (nuḥātah) and pith (lubb) of khutū. The latter also seems to be referred to as «the essence of the teeth» (jawhar al-sinn), which «has sword [damascening] patterns» (f ī nuqūshihi al-firindīya). 87 requires close inspection of a tusk cut at certain angles in order to be visible, whereas the latter's lines are sometimes emphasized by environmental condition. More likely could be osteodentine, easily visible and revealing semi-random patterns. Its use as a knife hilt would have thereby visually coordinated with the blade. Suggestively, a small number of watered-steel blades have been preserved in Afghanistan which likely date from the Ghaznavid (977-1186) or Ghurid (1011-1215) period ( Figure 6 ). 88 Another, trickier morphological term which may be related is found in a late 8th century work on glass coloring by Jābir b. Ḥayyān (d. ca. 815). He gives a recipe for a «green oyster shell resembling corundum,» calling for a number of standard inorganic ingredients as well as something called «sadrat al-ʿāj» or «sandarūs al-ʿāj.» 89 Ahmad al-Hassan, in his translation and commentary of the work, noted that sandarūs is a tree resin but was unsure how to gloss the complete phrase. 90 Literally meaning «ivory resin,» it suggests an interior substance; perhaps appropriately, walrus osteodentine's clumpy appearance resembles frequently traded aromatic resins like Frankincense.
That different ivories were not all the same is apparent not only from the foregoing discussion, of materials used for their own sake, but also in references to faked products. Bīrūnī simply a matter of «passing,» rather than adulteration, though we also hear of the latter. An early 14th century Chinese connoisseur, Ye Sen, commented that khutū emitted a certain scent when rubbed; if a sample was instead odorless, it was to be taken as counterfeit. 92 (Incidentally, this odor has been noted by modern authors and, I would note, might recall the mysterious «resin» of Ibn Ḥayyān. 93 ) Regardless of the smell itself, the existence of a procedure for identifying fakes suggests the presence of such pieces in the market.
Some ivories were also modified to have alternative properties. Cutler notes medieval instructions of flattening ivory to widen it, though he finds them unconvincing. 94 Some travelers, such as André Thevet (d. 1590), also noted instances of bending ivory; in his case, it was to pass it off as alicorn horn (i.e. narwhal). 95 These are paralleled by the possibility of imitating rhino with buffalo horn. 96 Together, they suggest that different ivory and skeletal materials could be appreciated on their own terms as distinctive products -enough to warrant attempts to adulterate certain materials into seemingly higher quality ones.
This identification and, as in Bīrūnī, quality grading was dependent on largely on visual assessment of color, shape, and other features. Any confusion between materials was possible in large part to the distances involved in transporting them. Something about the craft of ivory carving, perhaps for this same reason, is frequently enmeshed in an ill-defined intercultural orbit. Many objects or groups of objects remain difficult to place in terms of workshop location or cultural space: oliphants, the Salerno ivories, Charlemagne's elephant, the Gansu ivory. 97 Curiously, however, such interstitial, stylistically ambiguous ivories are elephantine. Meanwhile, walrus is instead differentiated by a technical and aesthetic matter -the treatment of osteodentine-approached as either a flaw or desideratum. Where elephant-based ivory objects mark a space through the use of a certain style, the space of walrus' reception is instead conditioned simply by the qualities of the constituent material. Hudson Hills Press, 1993, 10-16. by coincidence of the animal's circumpolar distribution. Although medieval travellers speak about khutū and fish teeth coming from the land of the Turks, and sometimes more specifically Khwarazm, it should be kept in mind how this region was linked yet further north or northwest. 98 Material exchanges between the Middle East and Scandinavia are attested primarily through a number of Norse coin hoards. Together, these amount to some 85,000 pieces, most often Abbasid gold dīnārs and Samanid silver dirhams. 99 Other objects are also known to have transited, such as an Iranian bronze brazier found in a Swedish forest, or a silver ring from a 9th century grave, set with a glass cabochon featuring a Kufic inscription. 100 There is even a Buddha sculpture from the Swat Valley, in today's Pakistan, which arrived in Sweden by the year 800. 101 On the basis of numismatic epigraphy, it seems that the Volga trade -linking the Baltic and Caspian Seas-ended by the 11th century. Except for a period of political instability ca. 1150-1225, alternative routes were also in operation; following the Mongol invasions in the early 13th century, these shifted west, toward the Black Sea. 102 Meanwhile, continental works were known to circulate in Iceland, though the exact mechanisms of exchange are often obscure. For example, a series of carved fir panels originating in the Skagafjörður district, later reused as rafters, were shown by Selma Jónsdóttir to reflect a Byzantine-style composition of the Last Judgment. She argued that a series of rogue bishops, familiar with the church of Monte Cassino in Italy, must have provided the compositional model for the work, produced around the year 1070. 103 This would be, we might add by way of coincidence, about four years after the donation of a pair of bronze doors to Monte Cassino by a certain merchant named Maurus of Amalfi. 104 This same Maurus, patron of the well-known Farfa Casket, may have been involved -somewhat ironically-in the African ivory trade. 105 This last anecdote suggests the scale and seeming intractability of medieval «globalism.» None of the foregoing discussion is therefore decisive; rather, it simply suggests some alternative approaches to questions which have remained unresolved. Although I might disqualify myself as an interloper in questions of the Atlantic, Else Roesdahl has already noted that the «inter-relation between the demand for elephant and walrus ivory [...] is crucial to an understanding of the history of the Norse in Greenland.» 106 In this, the Mediterranean and Central Asian market for walrus ivory should also be kept in mind. Inversely, specialists of «Islamic» art may find northwestern Europe remote to their own research. Yet the transit of ivory as raw material, if less often as complete artifacts, spanned most every circuit of trade which composed the trans-local medieval economy. 107 It brings to mind Laufer's comment, used as the epigraph to this essay, about the circumpolar Thule entering «the general frame of history.» We are left to believe that seemingly distant points may yet turn out to be interrelated, if delicately.
CONCLUSION
105. GUéRIn, Sarah M.: «Forgotten Routes?...» 87-91. On the casket's dating, see CRIVEllO, Fabrizio: «Gli avori del gruppo di 'Amalfi/Salerno' . Considerazioni sui presupposti, sulla cronologia e la localizzazione», in DEll' ACQUA, Francesca et al.: The Salerno Ivories: Objects, Histories, Contexts (Berlin, Gebr. Mann Verlag, 2017) , 63-66.
106. ROESDAhl, Else: Op. cit. 189. 107. AbU-LUghOD, Janet, Op. cit.. 32-38. Indeed, the Norse/North Atlantic would constitute another, overlooked circuit in her schema -though also, looking at Atlantic scholarship, one in decline during her period of study.
